Faculty Senate criticizes handling of MacConnell case

By Warren Thomas

The Faculty Senate voted to censure President Donald E. Walters and the Board of Trustees for the suspension of Prof. Scott MacConnell in a meeting on Oct. 6.

Calling the action inappropriate and excessive, the Senate also approved a motion made by Dr. Adele McCollum of the philosophy and religion department, urging faculty members to wear black arm bands as a symbolic protest of the administration's infringement upon academic freedom in the MacConnell case.

The censure resolution, sponsored by Dr. Kay Wilkins, faculty representative to the Board, was adopted unanimously with one abstention.

"This motion is not a comment about supporting or not supporting MacConnell," said Dr. Wayne Bond, president of the Senate. "It is a censure of the actions taken by the Board and the president in dealing with the MacConnell case."

Bond also said the Senate adopted this resolution to voice opposition to the Board's actions, and express concern about three issues relating to the MacConnell case.

First, the Senate objected to the suspension of a professor without pay for alleged violations relating to non-teaching responsibilities. In addition, the Senate objected to the disciplinary action imposed on MacConnell before the alleged violations have been proven.

Finally, the Senate said that the Board's action is a breach of proper protections provided to college faculty under academic tenure.

"Once a person gets academic tenure, he can't be removed except on the grounds of moral turpitude (immoral behavior) or insubordination." Bond said. "Tenure gives the professor the protection to teach in the manner he sees fit without fear of reprisal if the administration disagrees with the content or approach."

Weekend college program faces problems

By Lyn Waterson

Due to decreasing enrollment, budget cuts and a reduction in course offerings, MSC's Weekend College program could be discontinued, according to Carlos Velez, president of the Weekend College Association.

In an effort to combat this situation, the Weekend College Association is trying to recruit more students to increase the weekend population. Velez feels that if the demand for the weekend college is increased, some problems could be remedied.

However, Velez said that there are major drawbacks to the Weekend College program which could be contributing to its problems.

For example, students enrolled in the program are deprived of facilities only accessible to full-time students.

Although the library is open on the weekends, limited hours often make it inaccessible to weekend students. The bookstore is not open on the weekends; and because most students are self-supporting, they have to request time off from their jobs to obtain needed books during bookstore hours.

In addition, the registrar's office, the admissions office and the financial aid office are not open on weekends. Students who must conduct business in these offices must come during the week, again losing time at their jobs.

Eating is also a problem since the RAE and the cafeteria are both closed. Velez said the Weekend College Association has tried to remedy the lack of these food services by sometimes offering coffee, donuts and sandwiches on the weekend.

According to John Sanz, director of the Weekend College program, approximately 95% of the students who attend are Hispanic.

The program has a tremendous impact on non-English speaking students. Velez said. He described it as transitional program whereby Hispanics learn English while taking college level courses toward their degrees.

Once the students learn English, they are able to take courses outside of the program. Because of the limited number of courses available, most students need to take outside courses to graduate.

Sanz requests the courses from the various MSC departments. "The guidelines I follow are to offer the General Education Requirement courses, and the 100-200 level courses required for psychology and sociology, the introductory courses into business, as well as the equilateral courses required to go into business," Sanz said.

However, Sanz said that he must depend on the departments for what courses may be offered. He added, "Usually the departments are very generous and willing, but sometimes they do not have the allocated hours available."

Sanz believes that the Weekend College program is most helpful for people who are changing careers or who must work during the weekdays. He said that the program is at a standstill as there have been no recent changes or improvements.

Upcoming APO blood drive will benefit local infant hemophiliacs

By Lyn Waterson

In an effort to help a local one-year-old boy afflicted with hemophilia, Alpha Phi Omega (APO), in cooperation with the North Jersey Blood Center and the Montclair American Red Cross, is holding its bi-annual blood drive next Thursday.

However, with the recent AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) scare, MSC students may be hesitant to donate blood for fear of contracting the disease. But, if students don't give blood, hemophiliacs like one-year-old Jason Griggs stand to lose life-sustaining clotting factors found only in normal blood.

According to APO Publicity Chairman Bill Kramer, donors aren't in any danger of getting AIDS. The disease is not transmitted through casual contact; only through intimate sexual contact and/or exposure to infected blood, according to Dr. Lillian Rosenberg of the Health Center.

Each donor is treated with sterilized equipment so there is no chance of infection. Even blood recipients are safe because all donated blood is extensively tested before transfusion.

The Blood Drive will be held on Mon., Oct. 28 from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m., and Wed., Oct. 30 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student Center Ballrooms A and B. All blood will be deposited in a blood bank and used for Jason's benefit as well.

Students will be asked to fill out a questionnaire detailing the eligibility requirements. The entire process takes about one-half hour, and any student over 18 is asked to donate.
THE BLACK STUDENT COOPERATIVE UNION PRESENTS:

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th
Come and Experience
"MSC'S GOSPEL ENSEMBLE" (DEBUT)

TIME: 5:00 P.M.
PLACE: Student Center Annex/Room 126
BE THERE!

—ALSO—

DR. LENWORTH GUNTER

TOPIC:
"Apartheid in South Africa"

-Come and hear this spellbinding speaker (who is a nationally respected teacher and scholar) give his views on this world-wide issue.

DATE: Tuesday, October 29th
TIME: 7:30 P.M.
PLACE: S.C. Cafeteria's "B" & "C"

BSCU is a Class I Organization of the S.G.A.
Car thefts continue on campus

By Vivette Watson

Three cars were stolen and one was recovered last week.

On Mon. Oct. 14, between 6:20 a.m. and 6:45 a.m., thieves stole a '78 Monte Carlo valued at $3,200 from lot 13. Campus police found the car in lot 22 on Sat., Oct. 19.

On Tues. Oct. 15, thieves stole a '70 Datsun valued at $2,400 from lot 29 between 8:40 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Also, a '70 Monte Carlo, worth $1,700, was stolen from lot 24 between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. Both cars have not yet been recovered.

On Wed. Oct. 16, between 9:30 a.m. and 1 p.m., someone entered a '77 Chevy in lot 22 and took an AM-FM radio, equalizer, CB radio, a pair of leather riding gloves and a riding hat. Total value of the stolen items was $600.

Also on Oct. 16, between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., someone entered a '79 Pontiac Firebird in lot 25 and stole the stereo cassette player, 10 tapes, and three stuffed animals, all valued at $400.

On Thurs. Oct. 17, between 11:30 a.m. and 4 p.m., thieves entered a '75 Volkswagen valued at $750 and stole two speakers, a power booster, and an AM-FM radio. Total value of the items is $365.

On Oct. 16 at 3 p.m., the owner of a 79 Camaro reported that someone took 10 cassette tapes worth $80 from his car parked in lot 21. An attempt was also made to remove the radio.

On Oct. 14, between 10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m., the owner of an '84 Toyota returned to his car in lot 23 to find one of his stereo speakers missing.

On Sun. Oct. 20, two bomb threats at 2:06 a.m. and 2:31 a.m. forced residents of Webster Hall and Bohn Hall to evacuate their buildings. The buildings were searched and no bombs were found.

On Oct. 16, between 9 and 10 p.m., five females in three different rooms of the Clove Road Apts. reported males looking in their windows.

SGA class organizations have to file forms or face loss of charters

By Terry Rehm

The SGA legislature passed a bill stating that all class organizations must file up-to-date information forms by Nov. 15 or face possible extinction at last night's meeting.

The student organizations will soon be placed in all the organization's mailboxes, and will also be available in the SGA office, Room 103 in the Student Center Annex.

"Hundreds of students come to the SGA office for information on different organizations," SGA President John Handal said. "This will be a way to put them in touch with someone.

Oren Zeve, attorney general and assistant to the SGA president, stressed the importance of completing these forms on time by saying, "If they're chartered, and they don't fill out the information sheet, we will revoke their charter.

In other news, the Academic Affairs Committee announced it has reviewed the student surveys that they recently distributed. "The main problem we found is the lack of counseling," said committee member Lisa Danielson. "Counselors don't help the students. The students walk out more confused than before they went in.

The committee also said they received complaints about the library hours. The library is closed on Sundays.

In regard to the upcoming home football game, Handal urged students to adhere to the tailgating guidelines. "What we're looking at right now is alcohol induced tailgating orolutely nothing," Handal said.

In other news, Dennis Mudrick, student - representative to the Board of Trustees, announced that some students have been invited to the Board's Nov. 7 meeting. Mudrick said the purpose of the invitations is to expand your understanding and hopes that this will lead to increased communication between the students and the Board.

Bulimia common among college women

By George Bostory

Thirteen percent of all college women are affected by bulimia according to Ruth Schildiner, adjunct professor in the Women's counseling program. Robert Horne of the Pennsylvania College of Optometry said a big problem is that many students don't follow up on their applications assuming the college has received it.

In reference to the admission process itself Horne said, "Your GPA, entrance exams, letters of recommendation and interviews all play important parts in getting into the school of your choice." Horne also suggested that students should have an idea on the type of profession they're interested in pursuing, as well as some knowledge of the prospective graduate school.

If students missed the panel discussion, they could obtain data through the computer program "Discover." A printout of the graduate and professional schools detailed all the necessary information about the schools. Any student who missed the opportunity to use the program at the fair can sign up to use it at Career Services for a $5 fee.

Fair provides information about graduate school

By Thomas M. Federico

Panel discussions and a computer program called "Discover" provided more than 200 students with information on graduate programs at this year's Career Services Graduate and Professional School Fair held Oct. 16. Representatives from 47 graduate schools such as American, Columbia, Rutgers and Temple Universities were on hand to provide information about their respective schools. Students were provided with handouts listing the types of graduate programs available, admission procedures and total costs.
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WE WANT YOUR BLOOD

ALPHA PHI OMEGA,
MSC'S national service fraternity,
is sponsoring the American National Red Cross
BLOOD DRIVE

Monday, October 28 from 2-8 P.M.
Wednesday, October 30 from 10 A.M.-4 P.M.
Student Center Ballrooms A and B

*Any donors will receive priority in the event that they or their relatives ever need blood.
*Complimentary gifts will be given out.
*The Red Cross is a worthy cause—"The Count" just gives a messy hickey—so contribute to
ALPHA PHI OMEGA's Red Cross blood drive...

"GOOD EVENING"
High school students get a view of MSC's theater dept.

By Tom Boud

More than 300 high school students and faculty from the North Jersey area attended last Friday's symposium focusing on MSC's theater department. This second annual "Conversation in the Arts," sponsored by the speech and theatre department, consisted of workshops and seminars designed to enhance acting, dancing and speech skills.

Dr. Gerald Ratliff, chairperson of the department of speech and theatre, said, "We want to expose high school students to the arts as well as refresh the minds and skills of teachers. Secondly, we want to show the excellence of MSC as a center of theatrical communication minors.

Ratliff said that the arts symposium has been very effective in the past.

"The workshops on theatrical and speech skills combined with the stage tours really piques the interest of all the students and faculty who come," he said, "in fact, the symposium has previously been such a success that we intend to hold another one next spring.

While most of the workshops are related to the acting and theatrical profession, one of them entitled "Communication Barriers," dealt with how a person's dress plays a major role in life.

Dr. Thomas Veenendall, of the speech and theatre department, conducted this particular workshop. "The purpose of this program is to show everyone that attire does exert a certain influence on our lifestyles," he said. "This is because dress is really a mode of non-verbal communication which sends out signals to those you meet during the course of the day.

Veenendall presented skits which demonstrated this point. In one presentation, Perry Schwartz, a junior speech and theatre communications major, played the role of a star football player who comes home after a game to make a quick change into a first-aid uniform for his job as an ambulance driver.

"The main thing to keep in mind is that I can't go to a football game in an ambulance uniform and that I can't show up at the first aid headquarters of a home or condominium," he said. "Therefore, dress is a major aspect of life."
THE LAUGH'S ON US!

C.L.U.B. presents...

COMEDY FREE!

LIVE FROM NEW YORK

OCTOBER 30
11:30-1:00 P.M. in the Rat

C.L.U.B. is a Class I Organization of S.G.A.

United Parcel Service

Part Time Positions in Saddlebrook and Parsippany Location
9:30 & 3:30 Interviews on October 29 at Career Services Room 104 in the Student Center Annex
- Loading/Unloading Tractor Trailers
- 3 - 5 Hour Shifts
- Monday thru Friday
- $8.00 per hour

Shifts Available:
4 A.M. - 8 A.M. 5 P.M. - 9 P.M.
11 A.M. - 3 P.M. 11 P.M. - 3 A.M.
Lack of funds threatens MSC's academic youth program

By Tom Boud
A total of 1,000 elementary and junior high school students are expected to participate in MSC's Academically Talented Young Student Program this year, but financial problems could bring a considerable decrease in enrollment.

Program Directors Carl Gottschall and Philip Zipse, both associate professors in the mathematics and computer science department, are concerned that financial difficulties will keep students away and hurt success of the program.

“We’re doing our best to keep our program available to as many qualified youngsters as possible,” Zipse said.

“Our price of $200 per student hasn’t gone up in five years, but we will have to raise fees unless we set some form of financial aid.”

“There are many gifted and talented students out there who can’t come to our program because of financial difficulties,” Gottschall said. If the program received enough contributions, he said MSC could give scholarships to students who are unable to afford the program.

Both said the programs success has increased significantly since its beginning in 1981.

“In 1981, we started out with only 77 students,” Zipse said. “Now we expect enrollment to reach the 1,000 mark.”

Through the program, children from fourth through ninth grades take advanced weekend courses in mathematics, science and the humanities. Some new additional courses this year include “Introduction to Public Speaking” for fourth through sixth grade students; and “The Brain, the Mind and Behavior” for seventh through ninth grades.

Gottschall is proud of the role model that the program has become for other state colleges.

“We are no longer the pioneers but the leaders in talented and gifted education in the state of New Jersey,” he said. “Other colleges such as Bergen Community College, Drew University and Middlesex County College are following our lead.”

“The future of MSC as the mecca of gifted and talented instruction is bright,” Zipse said. “The contributions we have been making are indeed substantial. We are having an impact on tomorrow’s engineers, scientist and technologists.”

However, Zipse said the program’s continued success depends on outside funding. Those interested in contributing to the program can contact Gottschall or Zipse at 893-4104, 5496 or 5497.

Applications for summer internships available now

Government offers job opportunities for MSC students

Although the summer of 1986 is several months away, applications for U.S. government summer internships are available now.

The U.S. Department of Energy is offering stipends of $800 to $1,100 per month for graduate students in those disciplines to work in their fossil energy program. They also offer stipends of $200 per week to 1986 graduates for participation in other ten-week summer energy research opportunities, including some for students in the social sciences. Work in both programs is in computer science. They will also reply to correspondence and working research, preparing reports, drafting replies to correspondence and working in computer science. They will also analyze international issues and assist in cases related to domestic and international law.

Applicants must submit a transcript, two letters of recommendation, and a 500-750 word autobiography, as well as Standard Form 171 (available at Career Services). The program begins November 1. Interns are assigned junior-level professional duties such as conducting, taking notes, running errands, and data entry tasks.

Internships are available in the various offices of Senator Frank Lautenberg in Camden, Newark, and Washington, D.C. These non-paying positions are in the legislative press and administrative department.

Deadline for summer acceptance is March 15, 1986 for full-time work, and June 1, 1986 for part-time work. Internships in the spring semester have deadlines of February 1 and March 1, respectively.

Applications and complete information about these and other summer opportunities are available from Joan Riegel at Career Services, Room 104, Student Center Annex.

BSCU will sponsor apartheid lecture

On Tuesday, October 29, the Black Student Union will sponsor a speaker, Dr. Lenworth Gunther, who will present his views on apartheid in South Africa. A former recipient of Woodrow Wilson and Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowships, Dr. Gunther is a nationally respected teacher, scholar and speaker who had captivated audiences throughout the United States since 1967.

Dr. Gunther attended Columbia University which awarded him four degrees: a Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, Master of Philosophy, and a Ph.D. in American History with concentrations in Afro-American, West African and Russian studies. Now a professor of history at Essex County College since 1971, Dr. Gunther has also taught at the New Jersey Institute of Technology and is currently a visiting associate professor of African and Afro-American history at Rutgers University in Newark.

Dr. Gunther has also done extensive media work, both on radio and television. He has been heard on radio stations WNJR, WBGO, WWRL, WBAI, and WLIR. He has also appeared on commercial and cable television shows including, “Positively Black” on Channel 4, “Black News” on Channel 5, “Eyewitness News” on Channel 7, “Newark and Reality” on Channel 9, and “Black Conversations” on Channel 13.

The author of Black Image: European Eyewitness Accounts of Afro-American Life (published in 1977), Dr. Gunther has recently completed his second book, a biography of the late Harlem clergyman and congressman, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. He is now at work on his third book, a collection of historical essays and speeches of his own which focus on Black leadership, Black male/female relationships, and other controversial subjects.

In addition, Dr. Gunther finds time for community affairs. He serves on the Board of Directors of the Oranges/Maplewood Branch of the NAACP, and has founded and directs The Hunger Fund of Essex County College, which donated $5,000 to the Ethiopian drought and famine campaign sponsored by the Catholic Relief Services.

Dr. Gunther will speak Tuesday, Oct. 29 at 7:30 p.m. in Student Center Cafeterias B and C. All are invited to attend.

Class I Organization of the S.G.A.
FAT MOOSE COMICS AND GAMES II
584 POMPTON AVENUE
CEDAR GROVE, N.J. 07009
201-857-9788
*FANTASY AND ROLE—PLAYING GAME HEADQUARTERS
*COMPLETE IN—STORE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
*SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME!

Fredre Haircutters
for men & women
$10 cut, blow dry, and style
with this coupon
Nexus & La Coupe products sold on premises
Tues. - Wed. 9-6 P.M.
Thurs. - Fri. 9-8 P.M.
Sat. 9-5 P.M.
626 Valley Road
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
call for appointments 744-3697

ISO (International Student Organization)
is scheduled to go on a trip to New York City on Saturday, October 26.
For more information call
Lloyd Moorhouse 783-1871
ISO is a Class III Organization of S.G.A.

Alpha Phi Omega
"The Community Food Bank of N.J. does make a difference." Bruce Springsteen

*Be part of the solution
Learn how Monday November 4
Student Center Ballrooms at 11:00, 12:00, and 1:00
Frank Gregory - Volunteer Program Coordinator.

Sponsored by:
Alpha Phi Omega - A Class IV Organization
and
The Newman Community - A Class III Organization

"Ton of Thanks" Kick Off Day November 11
FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS. I'm perfectly fine. I can drive with my eyes closed. There's nothing wrong with me. Are you joking—I feel great. What am I—a wimp? I'm in great shape to drive. You're not serious are you? What's a couple of beers? Nobody drives my car but me. I've never felt better. I can drink with the best of them. But I only had a few. So I had a couple. I can drive rings around anybody. I can drive my own car, thank you. I'm not drunk. I drive better when I'm like this. Who says I can't drink and drive? I can hold my booze. I know I'm doing. I always drive like this. Trust me. What's a few things to me. I'm with my eyes with me. Drink.
The SummerFun mess

Will Scott MacConnell ever give the $75,000 back to MSC? Does MacConnell, as producer of SummerFun, have a right to the money? Or is it the college's program and thus the college's money? Will MacConnell ever teach at MSC again? How does this incident reflect on the college as a whole? What negative effect is this affair having on the SummerFun program itself? Will we ever find out the whole story? When?

Each day, the SummerFun controversy continues, more questions arise...and less answers. Many have come to the defense of MacConnell. Others are siding with the administration. Even more are wondering what's going on.

The Montclarion feels that both sides have overreacted. MacConnell jumped the gun in pulling up house and running off with the money. The administration has gone to extremes as well, suspending a teacher for an extra-curricular activity that is unrelated to his job as an educator.

The way to solve this problem is to bring the state or another impartial third party, as soon as possible, to answer or decide the major question in this issue: Who does SummerFun belong to? The "progress" that has been made in this case so far has only served to cloud the issue and the longer it hangs in limbo, the worse it gets.

When are we going to get some answers? When will a decision be reached? When will this soap opera end?

No AIDS risk to blood donors

The fear of contracting AIDS has deterred many people from participating in blood drives. But these fears are unfounded. You can't contract the disease from donating blood. According to Dr. Lillian Rosenberg of the MSC Health center, you can only get AIDS through intimate sexual contact and/or exposure to infected blood. There should be no fear of being treated with a needle that has been used on an AIDS victim because donors are treated with sterilized needles. AIDS has killed many people and there is no cure at the present time. Someone, possibly a relative or friend, can die if treated with a needle that may have been used on an AIDS patient.

The fear of contracting AIDS has deterred many people from participating in blood drives. The administration has gone to extremes as well, suspending a teacher for an extra-curricular activity that is unrelated to his job as an educator.

The way to solve this problem is to bring the state or another impartial third party, as soon as possible, to answer or decide the major question in this issue: Who does SummerFun belong to? The "progress" that has been made in this case so far has only served to cloud the issue and the longer it hangs in limbo, the worse it gets.

When are we going to get some answers? When will a decision be reached? When will this soap opera end?

Gun manufacturers should stop making Saturday Night Specials
Budget delay angers TV center

To the editor:

There have been articles printed in The Montclarion about the delay in the appropriation of funds to the various departments. The DuMont Television Center, where broadcasting majors put their practice into theory, is one such department. The present administration of this college is so concerned with public relations they neglected to realize that the broadcasting division has access to CTN (Cable Television Network). CTN offers the college a source of free publicity and it is a more effective way to practice community service than this college provides.

Our equipment needs to be repaired and without the budget the quality and quantity of production that can go to CTN has diminished immensely. Without the proper equipment and facilities the broadcasting division is endangering the time slot allotted to this college and we could lose it. The students of the broadcasting division want to put an end to this delay.

One of the solutions we formulated was that students should inform their parents of this problem and have them write a letter of complaint. As professionals in training we do not feel that there is any way to justify the budget not being set yet. The budget should have been appropriated in July.

Victoria A. Rooney
Executive Producer

Faulty air conditioner cited

Uncomfortable dorm conditions are irritating students

To the editor:

I'm sure I'm not alone in feeling that it is urgent that something be done about this unfair and unhealthy situation.

Lisa Ann Harris
Sophomore, English

To the editor:

At this point, I can no longer stand the air that is growing stagnant in my room. This dilemma should be addressed because of the fact that the air conditioner in my "inside room" in Blanton Hall is not functioning. Neither my air conditioner nor anyone else's in this building is working at this point in time.

I plan to do something about this bad situation, and this letter is only the first step in my plan.

There are a few technological drawbacks which become quite obvious when the air conditioning system goes down. First of all, when it's fully open, the window in my room exposes less than two inches of screen. Secondly, there is no fresh air coming through the window when it is open, because their is no breeze coming from the concrete atrium in the center of the building, rendering the window completely useless, except for the amount of noise that it lets in.

On an average air-conditioningless night, it gets quiet about three hours after the "quiet hours" begin, making it about four o'clock in the morning. I have already been ill once because of a lack of circulation of air. As well as becoming ill from the dead air, I find it difficult to overcome such sickness.

Although this is my first semester in Blanton hall, I am not ignorant to the bureaucratic ways of residence hall directors, nor will I stand for any type of threat to my health or overall comfort.

Gregory H. Brown
Sophomore/computer science

Bamberger's Willowbrook

Work experience can be a valuable tool when you are interviewing for that first career position upon graduation!

Is your major Marketing, Business Management, Home Economics, Computer Science, Communications, Hotel and Restaurant Management, or Computer Justice? If so, work experience in a business / service environment such as Bamberger's will sharpen your skills and ready you for those future interviews that will kick-off your professional career.

Bamberger's Willowbrook has numerous positions available now!!!

MERCHANDISE DISTRIBUTION, SHORTAGE CONTROL, LOSS PREVENTION, CUSTOMER SERVICE DESK, RESTAURANT OPERATIONS, PROFESSIONAL SALES, HOME ELECTRONICS, GOURMET FOOD COURT

We offer a variety of schedules:

FULL TIME, MORNING, AFTERNOON, AND EVENING PART TIME...

...and can also develop alternate schedules that work around your class schedule. You can gain professional work experience and take advantage of our generous shopping discount just in time for your personal and holiday shopping needs. Our storewide expansion and renovation has created numerous openings whereby several of you may be able to work the same hours and carpool together.

Come talk to us

Submit Applications During Store Hours

**Come to Personnel Department at Bamberger's Willowbrook Mall**

**1296 Van Houten Ave, Clifton, N.J. (201) 777-2044**

**NITE CLUB**

EVERY THURSDAY FREE ADMISSION WITH COLLEGE I.D.

WATCH for Drink Specials

PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED

The Montclarion/Thurs., Oct. 24, 1985 11
Fabulous film at MSC
Ever wonder where one can see the films that win Oscars in the categories of Best Animated Short, Best Short Film, Best Documentary? Ever wonder where the filmmakers of tomorrow perfect their craft? One answer is MSC, in a series of screenings of work by young, innovative, independent filmmakers. "Animation: Black, White and "Black, White and Blue" will be presented in the College's Memorial Auditorium at 8 p.m. beginning in November.

Working on often modest budgets, but filled with high standards and expectations, there is an entire generation of new filmmakers working outside of the studio system. This series at MSC is the only area screening of such films outside of New York City.

The first screening will occur on Fri., Nov. 1. Entitled "Animation," this program will feature the newest, most exciting animation from artists and studios around the world with concentration on the work from Russia.

Selections will range from humor and satire to serious social themes and experimental images.

Care for the dancer
Medical care is crucial to a dancer's well-being. A health event sponsored by the Dance Club will offer help to performing artists. Dr. Marcus and Dr. Sarilli, practicing chiropractors, are giving a lecture and showing a film, "Care of the Spine." The program will take place on Nov. 1 at 2-3 p.m., in Life Hall, Room 124.

Nine revived in Metuchen
By Beth Lysaght
The Tony award winning 1982 musical "Nine," being revived by the Forum Theatre Group in Metuchen, under the direction of Peter Loewy.

Originally, the presentation of "Nine," an Arthur Kopit book with lyrics and music by Mary Yeston, was to play only through October 27th; however, due to near sell-out weekend audiences, the company has extended the show through November 9th.

"Nine" is based on Federico Fellini's film "8 1/2" and centers around Guido Contini (Sal Provenza), the romantic Italian movie director.

Provenza is comically charming as a Latin lover, whose line delivery brings to mind Billy Crystal's character of the same vein, Fernando.

Contini finds himself in a soul-searching bind to create a new movie and an order of insanity amid the 21 women in his life. He is plagued by his boyish conscience, his artistic need to create, and women, whose personalities range around their characters, making them larger than life, yet very human.

"Nine" is a light, entertaining show. It provided an enjoyable and laughable look at the ups and downs of the pursuit of life, love and happiness.

By Gary Ruth
When two people of contrasting personalities are thrown together by chance, the best and worst in human character are brought out. On stage, such a situation challenges the best actors. In Don Nigro's new comedy-drama, "Seascape with Sharks and Dancer," this challenge is met: the result is compelling, touching and often uproarious.

"Seascape" showcases two very fine performers as the mismatched couple around which this tale of desperation, love and sacrifice is centered. Ivan Brogger plays the conservative Ben, an aspiring, reclusive novelist who lives in a New England seaside cottage. Susan Greenhill is Tracy, the mixed-up, wild-haired young woman he rescues from drowning. She insists she was only dancing, and the clash of egos begins.

Confused and defensive to the point of neurosis, Tracy expresses her gratitude by insulting Ben, trashing his apartment, bloodying his nose and trying to steal from him. Nevertheless, Ben is sensitive enough to realize that she is lonely and has been abused by life. Despite their differences and mutual reluctance, a love begins to grow between them.

Since Tracy stays for a while, something else begins to grow within her—Ben's child. Here the issue of abortion is explored—not in great depth, but as a moral dilemma in which the characters represent two opposing viewpoints. This is a dramatic shift away from the lighter mood of the first act, but the characters never lose their endearing wit and charm.

Playwright Don Nigro, in his New York debut, has sensitively portrayed the human paradox of pride and need in the character of Tracy. She is stubborn, but her toughness has been worn down by a harsh world. Unexpectedly rescued from death and from a loveless life, she is unsure how to react, always wary of traps. Her irrationality is beautifully rendered and funny.

Susan Greenhill brings Tracy to life with natural ease, becoming alternately manic, bitter, vulnerable or sarcastic, as the script demands. Her hoarse voice, tinged by a cocky New York accent, is most appropriate to the character.

Ivan Brogger is also very convincing as Ben. His dry delivery never detracts from Ben's inner gentleness, compassion and strength. His sober presence lends solidity to the aura of chaos which surrounds Tracy.

However, the character of Ben is never fully revealed; we know nothing about his background or his life as a writer. The full effect that Tracy's unexpected presence has upon his private life is unclear. Thus, when their relationship demands that both characters change and grow, the change is less apparent in Ben.

Tracy, on the other hand, is seen fighting a losing battle against change and responsibility. At last she surrenders to her own humanity by accepting Ben. She has learned that freedom has a heavy price and that life is always worth living, no matter what the cost.

Not only are Greenhill and Brogger excellent character actors, but they work together with a special rapport. The absence of other characters strengthens rather than restricts them, for they complement each other so well. There is much between Ben and Tracy that is unsaid, but easily understood. They find in each other a previously unknown fulfillment, and it is delightful to watch them fall in love.

Playwright Nigro has created a dramatic relationship which is as heart-warming as it is absurd. The problems Ben and Tracy face are general problems of communication and lost expectations. We can identify with them and laugh at ourselves. The dialogue is lively and clever; it brings humor to every scene.

There are plenty of good laughs and a few good gags in "Seascape with Sharks and Dancer." The feeling it leaves is not sweet and heaven-sent, but it satisfies like a hard-earned reward.

"Seascape with Sharks and Dancer" is playing at the Hudson Guild Theatre on West 26th St., New York City. For ticket information call (212) 760-9810.
Todd Rundgren outdoes himself again in *A Capella*

By S.C. Wood

What do you do when a gushing youth stumbles through your door with a pile of your books in his arms, begging for autographs? You are flattered, you are embarrassed, you are pleased, you sign.

Yet what do you do if this seemingly clumsy youth turns out to be a better poet than you are? You can no longer maintain your polite distance from him. In Stephen MacDonald's play, "The Poet's War," first performed in Edinburgh in 1982, an older poet is faced with this situation.

The play involves the relationship between World War I soldier-poets Siegfried Sassoon (Edward Herrmann) and Wilfred Owen (Dylan Baker). The two meet in an asylum for insane officers in Scotland. Owen has admired Sassoon from afar, and begins to live his dreams when the older poet not only befriends him, but encourages him with his writing.

The play opens with a dramatic glow on an actor's face as he begins to recount, in flashback, this delightful friendship. He is alone because the other has died. The rest of the play moves back and forth in time, sometimes re-creating the humorous interludes between the two characters and sometimes allowing them to separate and voice their thoughts in dramatic monologues.

The two often quote their poetry or their hilarious letters to each other. Sometimes an actor will either face the audience or direct his gaze upward, somewhat unfortunate effect of a score. Montclair and his brother, Mark. Funding for this collaboration has been treated to make them sound more like the instruments he's trying to emulate.

Todd Rundgren has a history of creating complex, challenging music that challenges his listeners. His latest album, "A Capella," is no exception. The album features a range of styles, from quiet ballad-style songs ("Pretending to Care"), to rock and roll ("Something To Fall Back On"), to experimental music ("Johnee Jingo" and "Hodja").

Todd Rundgren has always been known for his intricate arrangements and his desire to push the boundaries of what music can be. "A Capella" is no different, with Todd's lyrics as strong as ever, to quiet ballad-style songs ("Pretending to Care"); from Negro prison work songs ("Johnnee Jingo" and "Hodja") to a lachkuster version of the Temptations "Pretending to Care").

"Lockjaw!" another of the album's high points, tells in fairy-tale style of a monster that comes to sleeping children and nails their mouths open with a rusty nail (is Todd Rundgren's "Jack and the Beanstalk" far away?).

So the question is posed: Should you buy this album?

a) Yes, because you love anything Todd does.

b) Yes, because you enjoy going from classical to Enoesque vocal sculptures quickly and easily.

c) Yes, because you believe anything that Bob Carady says.

d) All of the above.

Todd Rundgren is a true experiment-er in form. I will always consider him the Alfred Hitchcock of rock and roll. The answer is d.

**DanceCompass concert**

The Dance Division in MSC's department of speech and theatre will present Nicholas Rodriguez' DanceCompass in concert Mon., Oct. 26, 6 p.m. in the Morehead Hall dance studio on campus. Rodriguez is artistic director of the New Jersey-based modern dance company which has begun a year-long residency at MSC.

On the program will be two New Jersey premieres and a solo by Rodriguez. "Gordon Knot," for six dancers, is set to original music by Laurus Sutton of Montclair and his brother, Mark. Funding for this collaboration has been provided by a Meet the Composers grant. The dance uses extended sleeve costumes which add flare as they move in multiple variations to a percussive score.

A piano, a cello-like pianist and a very bizzare lady are the characters of the second premiere, yet untitled. Ragtime music by Jellyrole Morton sets the tone to this vivdly eccentric piece. "Moonstruck," a solo for Rodriguez, will also be performed. It includes a duet section with Natalie Rogers and is inspired by two hauk poems.

Other dances on the program include a solo choreographed and performed by company member Christina Nieder, as well as "Fading Light," a group dance set to music by Richard Vimal.

Other company members performing that evening include Francis Huber, Ciel Lydly, Laurenne Meli, Daniel Sanchez and Monica Tropean. The company receives funding from the Essex County Block Grant of the New Jersey State Council on the Arts and the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation. Music has been funded in part by Meet the Composers.
Attention
— If you miss Howard Stern, then get the next best thing: LEONARD BURN on WMSC-FM 101.5. Tuesday 8-10 a.m. (clap, clap, clap!)
— GLUB has gone to the big ocean in the sky, he will be greatly missed, may he rest in peace.
— LED ZEPPELIN-IN THE LIGHT: Every Wed. night at 8 p.m. on 101.5 WMSC-FM.
— JUST THE BEATLES: Every Thurs. night at 7 p.m. on The Sound Choice, 101.5 WMSC-FM.
— WE WANT THE STONES: One hour of the Rolling Stones every Thurs. night at 8 p.m. on 101.5 WMSC-FM.
— Marketing Club Meeting: Monday 12:30 and 4 p.m., Tuesday 5 p.m., Room 411 S.C. Guest speaker from Blair Radio.

White car with red interior. Good on gas. $2,500 (will negotiate). Call day 939-0122, night 743-3696.
— 1981 Honda Accord: am/fm stereo, 5 speed, excellent cond., $4,500. Call 951-0950 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— 1982 Firebird: White, 6 cyl., auto., p/s, p/b, a/c, am/fm am/fm cassette stereo, low mileage, beautiful inside and out. $7,495. 980-9049.

FOR SALE
— Exercise Bike: $40.00- Call 785-1091 after 5 p.m.
— 1977 Chevette: 2 door, standard transmission, 75,000 miles. Good condition. Call 573-1715 or 783-2441.

THE MAJOR THEATRE SERIES presents
The Boy Friend
Book, Lyrics, and Music by Sandy Wilson
October 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26
at 8:00 P.M.
October 18
at 2:15 P.M.

 Catalan: Everything's coming up roses. (These dudburn flies are like birds in here. Cover your stomach!)
— Frank: I found my pinta, but tell me, how to write? Haven't you seen a letter in ages. Only Kidding. You're the greatest! I love you. Scott.

Attention
— Exercise Bike: $40.00- Call 785-1091 after 5 p.m.
— 1977 Chevette: 2 door, standard transmission, 75,000 miles. Good condition. Call 573-1715 or 783-2441.

THE MAJOR THEATRE SERIES presents
The Boy Friend
Book, Lyrics, and Music by Sandy Wilson
October 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26
at 8:00 P.M.
October 18
at 2:15 P.M.

CALL 746-9120 FOR RESERVATIONS

North Jersey Women's Health Organization
Gynecological Care
Pregnancy Testing
V.D. Testing

Birth Control Testing
Pregnancy Terminated

ONE LOW FEE * STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
227-6669

383 Rt. 46 W. Fairfield - Just 3 Mls. W. of Willowbrook
PRIVATE O.B. GYN OFFICE
Hang in there. It's almost over. Love, J.G.

— B-52 Person: Sorry we've missed each other Wednesday nights— I'm spending too much time on Planet Claire. See you soon, L. Claire Martucci.

— To Terril L.: So you have a computer class: can I get some hands on experience?

— To All Seniors: Get your picture taken for the yearbook! Sign up now in the Student Center Lobby.

— Rob- Big man on Campus: Are you still using that 1939 Brush. That's OK because you look wicked today! I signed, I want my alarm clock back.


— To the Brothers of KAY: Thanks for throwing such a sweetheart. Thanks for driving home, I've got to stop drinking, I'm becoming such a lush.

— M: Happy 19th Birthday. You still mean more to me than words can say! K.

— Weeks centerfold: I am pictured with Cornelius "Neil" Guth, listed correctly as 'Friend'. He is willing to date all girls at MSC. He can help him out. Thanks! Father Ark.

— Kim, Anthony, Mary Sue and Maur-ice: Please don't worry about me. I promise, don't worry. Arthur Frank.

— CONGRATULATIONS MARY SUE! Every Sunday, Bill the weekend of Columbus Day!! You had us worried for a while... boy, what a diamond! Congratulations, my dear girl. Your friends of the Newman Community.

— To the Brothers of KAY: Thanks a lot. Thanks also to the Regency, to all the girls of MSC. To all the girls of W.A.T.O.C. I have never thought we could have the privilege of having been part of something very special. I'll always value the openness we share. Love always, Mark. P.S. Sorry I didn't write it sooner.

— Allison: Remember she-woman rule #1?

— Frank V.: You are one in a million. With you around, I don't even get left over and over. Love, J.G.

— Frank V.: I'm glad we are friends and I hope you can become even closer. Love Airbrain, ha, ha.

— Here's to you Lover. Your Lover girl. Barbara M. Tis the season for cool nights, a warm fire, and a bear skin rug. Mark. xxoo.

— Patti. Bunny, Barb: Our friendship is something very special. I'll always value the openness we share. Love always, Mark. P.S. Sorry I didn't write it sooner.

— Allison: Remember she-woman rule #1?

— Frank V.: You are one in a million. With you around, I don't even get left over and over. Love, J.G.

— Frank V.: I'm glad we are friends and I hope you can become even closer. Love Airbrain, ha, ha.

— Here's to you Lover. Your Lover girl. Barbara M. Tis the season for cool nights, a warm fire, and a bear skin rug. Mark. xxoo.

— Patti. Bunny, Barb: Our friendship is something very special. I'll always value the openness we share. Love always, Mark. P.S. Sorry I didn't write it sooner.

— Allison: Remember she-woman rule #1?

— Frank V.: You are one in a million. With you around, I don't even get left over and over. Love, J.G.

— Frank V.: I'm glad we are friends and I hope you can become even closer. Love Airbrain, ha, ha.

— Here's to you Lover. Your Lover girl. Barbara M. Tis the season for cool nights, a warm fire, and a bear skin rug. Mark. xxoo.

— Patti. Bunny, Barb: Our friendship is something very special. I'll always value the openness we share. Love always, Mark. P.S. Sorry I didn't write it sooner.

— Allison: Remember she-woman rule #1?

— Frank V.: You are one in a million. With you around, I don't even get left over and over. Love, J.G.

— Frank V.: I'm glad we are friends and I hope you can become even closer. Love Airbrain, ha, ha.

— Here's to you Lover. Your Lover girl. Barbara M. Tis the season for cool nights, a warm fire, and a bear skin rug. Mark. xxoo.

— Patti. Bunny, Barb: Our friendship is something very special. I'll always value the openness we share. Love always, Mark. P.S. Sorry I didn't write it sooner.
cont. from p. 15

—Hey #31! Where have you been lately?
—Bonnie: Make many ties, and buy Amalgamated. Who's baby is that?
—To the girls of 303 C. You're the best, and if I haven't said it of late, please forgive me. I've been feeling pretty crummy. Love, Nell.
—The the Cafeteria Club: You are all the best! I love ya! All my love. Mark Bl. xxx.
—Good Luck to Sigma Alpha Iota Pedges - Hope you get's make it!
—To All Rock Band Peope. Are you going to be here next semester? Love, the ED majors.
—Jane: Congratulations on your new LP - I heard it went "tin" in just one week! Love and kisses, Belinda.
—Congratulations TD, Fern & Jay on your engagement. Love ya, Mo and Larry.

A late response to responsive responders. I promise to be more responsible and start taking responsibility! Thank you all. Responsively yours.

—Tim Jones: You caught my eye at the C.W. Post Tailgate. Do you have a girlfriend? If not, I'm interested. If you are, respond to L.S.
—Give Tom some time!!!
—Anyone who brought in books to the APO used bookstore stop in by Oct. 25, 1985 to pick up your check and/or books.
—Georgiana: Sorry about Friday. I was informed of an important meeting at the last minute. Val.
—Perry (Perris): I'm really glad we met this year. You're a very special friend to me. Lisa.
—Val: To my perfect roommate. What can you say? It's a tough job but somebody's got to do it. Joanne.

PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
Non-denominational support.
Free pregnancy testing and counseling.

BIRTHRIGHT 743-2061

PARKING ATTENDANTS
Looking for flexible hours? We're looking for you!
Hours tailored to your school schedule
Must have Drivers License and be 18 or older.
Excellent salary! Many needed!
Call ADVANCED PARKING CONCEPTS, Inc.
(201) 857-2008

Monday 10/28
—The Marketing Club will honor guest speaker Chet Tan, executive director at Blair Radio, to talk about direct mail. The event will be held from 3 to 3:15 p.m. in Rm. 411, Student Center.

Wednesday 10/30
—The Finance & Quantitative Methods Club will have a general meeting from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. in Rm. 402, Student Center.
—The Newman Community will have a Halloween Party from 8 p.m. until? at The Newman Center. Costume required. B.Y.O. Call Anthony at 783-3455 for info.
—The Newman Community will have a general meeting from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. in Rm. 402, Student Center.

Thursday 11/1
—Career Services will have a Resume Writing, the theory and practice of writing a job winning resume. The seminar will be held from 10 a.m. to 12 noon in the Student Center Annex, Rm. 206. Admission is free.
—Alpha Phi Omega will sponsor a Blood Drive from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student Center Ballroom. Let's be blood buddies.

Fabulous Film An Animated Evening
Friday, November 1, 1985
8 P.M., Memorial Auditorium
$5; $4 Senior Citizens; $3.50 Students
Call 893-5112
School of Fine and Performing Arts
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, New Jersey
CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ACROSS
1 Suspend
5 Article of furniture
6 Hurried
12 Region
13 Before
14 Comfort
15 Small brook
17 Ascend
18 Higher
20 Bartered
22 Conjunction
23 Journey
24 Prayer
25 Deface
27 Thing owned
31 Fall behind
32 Supplicates
33 Garden tool
34 Advances
36 Farm animals
37 Speed contest
39 Tell
42 Head rest
46 Leave out
47 Female deer
49 Affection
50 Extremely terrible
51 Sea eagle
52 Paradise
53 Periods of time
54 Depression
55 Deposit

DOWN
1 Male deer
2 Solo
3 Gir's nickname
4 Liquid measure
5 Beverage
6 Transgress
7 Demolishes
11 Act
15 Small brook
16 Bitter vetch
19 Teutonic
deity
21 Tears
23 Journey
24 High mountain
25 Deface
26 The self
27 Goes before
28 Greek fetter
29 Haul
30 Affirmative
32 Fuel
33 Garden tool
34 Advances
35 Wooden boxes
36 Farm animals
37 Speed contest
38 Symbol for tantalum
39 Tell
40 Arabian
41 Unit of weight
42 Head rest
43 Mine vein
44 Part of commander
45 Departed
46 Leave out
47 Female deer
48 Depression
49 Affection
50 Extremely terrible
51 Sea eagle
52 Paradise
53 Periods of time
54 Deposit
55 Depression

As Answer to Previous Puzzle:

BLOOM COUNTY

Here's Your Chance To Get Carded

BJ's WHOLESALE CLUB

And Like It.

CASHIERS TICKETERS SECURITY

If you are looking for a full or part time opportunity with flexible schedules you can really identify with, you’ll find it at BJ’s Wholesale Club. When we card you at our door we open it. From milk to motor oil you’ll find it all at BJ’s. A wholly owned subsidiary of the Zayre Corp. we are an inventive members only, self-service, cash and carry merchandise warehouse. We stock over 2 acres of brand name goods for businesses and organizations all over. And now we’re stocking some exciting positions for you to take advantage of.

So if you want to get in the door to a great opportunity, cut out this card and bring it to our Temporary Employment Office, Monday through Friday, from 9am to 5pm.
300 Route 17, East Rutherford, NJ (Behind Cooper Lumber off Dubois St.)

It could mean a whole new identity for you.

HAROLD HALL

HELLO FANS AND WELCOME TO THE 1985 WORLD SERIES!

Yeah! We've got hot dogs, pizza, popcorn, beer, and 26 inches of living color! What more could we ask for?

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER

by John Paul
By Jim Nicosia

Youth, experience, and a promising pitching staff

The right combination of the three can lead to a very successful season. Any breakaway plans can lead to a very long season.

MSC Head Baseball Coach Kevin Cooney knows his team’s assets, and he knows where the holes are too. This fall season, if nothing else, showed him the team’s strengths and weaknesses.

For the record, the Indians finished their fall season at 11-8. Looking at the record itself, one might not be impressed. But, the fall season saw many players at many positions and, overall, quite a bit of potential was unveiled.

John McClain and John Deutsch, both freshmen, played their way on to the varsity roster for the spring, barring off-season injuries. After losing five key starters from last year’s squad, Cooney found much consolation in the acquisition of the two freshmen.

“I think McClain and Deutsch have certainly established themselves as legitimate players,” said Cooney, who would like to see them get a lot of playing time in the spring. “It’s just a matter of finding a place for them.”

Anthony Foti and Jeff Vanderoef are two other newcomers, going under the label of pitchers with potential. Foti, a sophomore southpaw, proved himself on the mound this fall and will most likely be in the starting rotation come springtime.

He’s got a world of physical talent,” said Cooney who did note that “There’s no question as to just getting up there and throwing the ball hard.”

With college experience, said Cooney, “It’ll be tremendous. I’ll be good to have a quality lefthander out there for us.”

Vanderoef, just a freshman, impressed Cooney as well, especially late in the season. The righthander combined with Ray Castellano to shut down a highly-improved Upsala team for an Indian victory late in the year. Cooney said of both Vanderoef and Foti, “They both haven’t pitched as much as they would have if I hadn’t had to do some experimenting with other people.”

The two newcomers are not the only impressive prospects the Indians have on the mound. Ray Castellano worked as the Indians’ late-innings stopper out of the bullpen in the fall and performed with a consistency even last year’s bullpen failed to have.

“Castellano has done a real good job for us,” said Cooney. “He only had one outing, and he averaged a strike-out an inning.” I think the more work he gets, the better he’ll be. I’m pretty pleased with him.

Though the fall season has displayed an emphasis on youth, the 1985 Indians have on the mound. Ray Castellano worked as the Indians’ late-innings stopper out of the bullpen in the fall and performed with a consistency even last year’s bullpen failed to have.

“Castellano has done a real good job for us,” said Cooney. “He only had one outing, and he averaged a strike-out an inning.” I think the more work he gets, the better he’ll be. I’m pretty pleased with him.

The right combination of the three can lead to a very successful season. Any breakaway plans can lead to a very long season.

MSC Head Baseball Coach Kevin Cooney knows his team’s assets, and he knows where the holes are too. This fall season, if nothing else, showed him the team’s strengths and weaknesses.

For the record, the Indians finished their fall season at 11-8. Looking at the record itself, one might not be impressed. But, the fall season saw many players at many positions and, overall, quite a bit of potential was unveiled.

John McClain and John Deutsch, both freshmen, played their way on to the varsity roster for the spring, barring off-season injuries. After losing five key starters from last year’s squad, Cooney found much consolation in the acquisition of the two freshmen.

“I think McClain and Deutsch have certainly established themselves as legitimate players,” said Cooney, who would like to see them get a lot of playing time in the spring. “It’s just a matter of finding a place for them.”

Anthony Foti and Jeff Vanderoef are two other newcomers, going under the label of pitchers with potential. Foti, a sophomore southpaw, proved himself on the mound this fall and will most likely be in the starting rotation come springtime.

He’s got a world of physical talent,” said Cooney who did note that “There’s no question as to just getting up there and throwing the ball hard.”

With college experience, said Cooney, “It’ll be tremendous. I’ll be good to have a quality lefthander out there for us.”

Vanderoef, just a freshman, impressed Cooney as well, especially late in the season. The righthander combined with Ray Castellano to shut down a highly-improved Upsala team for an Indian victory late in the year. Cooney said of both Vanderoef and Foti, “They both haven’t pitched as much as they would have if I hadn’t had to do some experimenting with other people.”

The two newcomers are not the only impressive prospects the Indians have on the mound. Ray Castellano worked as the Indians’ late-innings stopper out of the bullpen in the fall and performed with a consistency even last year’s bullpen failed to have.

“Castellano has done a real good job for us,” said Cooney. “He only had one outing, and he averaged a strike-out an inning.” I think the more work he gets, the better he’ll be. I’m pretty pleased with him.

Though the fall season has displayed an emphasis on youth, the 1985 Indians have on the mound. Ray Castellano worked as the Indians’ late-innings stopper out of the bullpen in the fall and performed with a consistency even last year’s bullpen failed to have.

“Castellano has done a real good job for us,” said Cooney. “He only had one outing, and he averaged a strike-out an inning.” I think the more work he gets, the better he’ll be. I’m pretty pleased with him.

The key to the spring season, however, may be the veterans. Though a lot of promising talent was uncovered in the fall, the veterans, as a whole, floundered just above mediocrity. In all fairness, this is probably due to the shared playing time between 28 players, and perhaps there were not enough chances for the veterans to get into any grooves. Whether the rookies will come through or not remains to be seen.
Hey, sports fans, here's a chance to test your knowledge of sports facts. Each week, the Montclarion will publish a list of sports questions and answers. In addition, there will be a sports stumper that will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer, drop your response off at the Montclarion, Room 113 in the Student Center Annex. The names of those who submit the correct answer will be published in the next week's issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. What team became the Minnesota Twins in 1961?
2. What was the nickname of heavyweight boxing champion John L. Sullivan?
3. Who won the 1968 American League batting championship with a .301 average?
4. Which modern-day baseball team holds the major league record for most losses in one season?
5. Which pro football player has made the most field goals?

Last week's stumper answer:
MSC graduate Jack Blicknell coached Heisman Trophy winner Doug Flutie at Boston College.

This week's stumper:
Name the two MSC athletes who have had their jerseys retired.

---

**Silic's Open Recreation**

**Women's Volleyball**
TUESDAY'S Oct. 29 and Nov. 5
8:00-11:00 P.M. in Panzer Gym

**Women's Soccer**
THURSDAY'S Oct. 31 and Nov. 7
8:00-11:00 P.M. in Panzer Gym

**Men's Volleyball**
MONDAY'S Oct. 28 and Nov. 4
8:00-11:00 P.M. in Panzer Gym

**Floor Hockey**
EVERY MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY
9:00-11:00 P.M. in Panzer Gym

---

**Events**

8-TEAM CO-REC SOFTBALL
SATURDAY, NOV. 2 AT 12 NOON on the Multipurpose Field

AEROBICS
EVERY MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:00 Panzer Gym

GAMEROOM TRIATHLON
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 13 AT 1:00-3:00 in the Student Center Gameroom

---

**Trivia Time-out**

Gallagher's second half goal gives MSC its first win

By Susan Resnick

Kevin Gallagher's goal at 11:17 of the second half lifted MSC past Ramapo, 4-3, in men's soccer Friday night.

It was the Indians first win of the season.

Ramapo opened the scoring in the game when Keith Yard scored at 6:55 into the first half.

Minutes later, Allen Garth took a pass from Indian teammate Alvaro Bollilo and scored the tying goal.

With just nine minutes left in the first half, the Indians went on top when Drew Mullins scored the first of his two goals. Ray Macco had the assist.

Mullins scored again to extend the MSC lead to 3-1.

Ramapo got back in the game when Antero Delgado scored at 40:25 into the first half. The score remained 3-2 in MSC's favor when the first half came to a close.

The Roadrunners put a scare into MSC when Delgado scored his second goal of the game to tie the score at three.

Gallagher's goal however, ended Ramapo's chance for a victory.

The Indians hope to continue their winning ways when they travel to Glassboro State Saturday. The final home game of the season is against Rutgers-Newark on Saturday. Nov. 2.

Game time is 1 p.m.

Boxer Carlos Hernandez shakes hands with MSC's Marc Fichtner, while matchmaker Don Elbaum looks on. The two will fight for the N.J. Cruiserweight Title on Friday, Oct. 25 at 8 p.m. Our Lady of the Valley Arena is the sight for the bout. For more info call 678-8066 or 736-2472.

---

**Intramurals enliven students overall college experience**

By Barbara Hinkel

Since the 1850's intramurals have played a major and vital role within the educational system. Within the last fifteen years, intramural-recreational activities have seen expansion into the elementary and secondary levels as well as continued growth at the college level. It is throughout this growth expansion that intramural-recreational activities developed into a significant component of the academic process.

Education has been developed with the intention of informing individuals in areas of knowledge, teaching defined skills and developing personal growth. When not in the classroom or at work, students have "leisure time" available to them.

Joseph Prendergast, former director of the National Recreational Association, said it is the creative use of leisure time that allows for the enrichment of the lives of individuals. Participation in an intramural-recreational activity can also aid in developing the individual as a whole. Individuals who participate in intramural-recreational sports do so voluntarily and in their leisure time.

Recreation has been defined as a means of educating the individual. There are many direct improved social interactions, increased fitness, improved vitality, relief from tensions and the acquiring of constructive attitudes in sportsmanship—all of which contribute to the education of the whole individual.

So the next time you are involved in a football, softball or volleyball game, don't think of it as merely a competition, but rather, as an expansion of your education at MSC.
Walter Briggs lights MSC's fire

By Tom Branna

MSC quarterback Walter Briggs came off the bench midway through the third quarter and led the Indians to a 15-14 come-from-behind victory over William Paterson, Friday night.

The winning score came on a Briggs-to-Ed Chavis two-point conversion pass with less than six minutes to go in the game.

The play was set up by MSC tailback Tony Fleming's six yard touchdown run with 5:30 left in the game. The junior finished the game with 223 rushing yards.

Briggs was supposed to sit out the game after sustaining a bruised ankle in last week's C.W. Post contest, but after the Pioneers went up 14-0, he was sent in to bring the Indians back.

"I wasn't supposed to play at all," he said. "The only way I was going to play was if William Paterson played the game of their life-which they did."

The Pioneers, behind the running of Derrick Foster, took a 7-0 lead after the first half. The drive went 77 yards on 14 plays. On William Paterson's second possession of the second half, freshman quarterback Pete Jensen threw an 82 yard scoring strike to Tom Popple to put the Pioneers up 14-0.

William Paterson gained 134 yards in the first half, but managed just 31 yards in the final quarter-and-a-half.

Foster was held to just four yards on five carries after halftime as the MSC defense began to come together.

MSC backup quarterback Mike Stanisci, starting his first collegiate game, went the first 36 minutes of the game before giving way to Briggs.

"I'm sure Briggs gives them a lift out there," said William Paterson head coach John Crea. "He has that raw athletic ability."

He used that ability to drive MSC to its first score with 3:54 left in the third quarter. Briggs' eight-yard touchdown pass to Chavis capped a seven-play, 46-yard drive that was set up by Harold Clark's recovery of a Foster fumble.

Ice hockey gets ready for their season opener

By Tom Branna

With 20 players committed to the team, the MSC Ice Hockey Club enters its first season in the Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey Conference (MCHC) with high hopes.

"I think we have a good chance of being competitive with the other teams in our division," said defenseman and club president Harry Ellis. "Last year we only played scrimmages and after a while things started to fall apart. This year we have a good nucleus of talent and we're ready to play." Among the players who should provide scoring punch for the Indians is Frank Alessio, a sophomore forward who played for the Little Devils in his amateur days.

Another player who could shine is center-forward Scott Fenton. Fenton also serves as the club's vice president.

The Indians have size on defense. Tony Scalzo, a sophomore defense-man, leads the backline. The former Montclair High standout undoubtedly has the size, going 6-3 and weighing 195 pounds.

Doug Garret is another Indian who could be a big plus on defense. Garret transferred from Ocean County College, a school noted for its superior play.

The goaltender position is still up for grabs. Jose Tent and Mark Harrison are battling it out for the starting assignment.

'We're looking forward to our games against William Paterson," said Ellis. "MSC has had a rivalry with them for years and we would like to get the same kind of thing going on the hockey team."

Field hockey hopes to better .500 mark

By Anna Schiavo

Despite a few setbacks, MSC's field hockey team has been having a respectable season. So far the squad's record is 6-6.

"We're doing much better this year than last year at the same point in the season. We've gone against some tough opponents and have played very well. We're hoping to be above .500 at the end of the season," said Head Coach Lyn LaBar.

LaBar is generally, "pleased with how the season is coming along except for injury."

Senior Lisa Flynn was sidelined with a knee injury. Also put out of action this season was freshman Eleana Stabile.

On the bright side several players have been coming through with good performances. "Linda Morgenthein has been the most consistent player on the squad. Her intelligence and skill plays a major role for our team," said LaBar. "Kelly Brooman and Tracey Burke are both doing a fine job at the goalie position," she added.

Right now, there are some players who are not in set positions. "I'm in the process of switching people around to find the combination that clicks," said LaBar.

"The team is having some problems alternating from astro turf to grass. We hop from turf to grass and that has an affect on our game. It is a smoother, faster game on astro turf," said LaBar.

Last Thursday the Indians fell to FDU-Madison by a score of 2-1.

"We should have collected a few more goals. The ball just sat in front of the goal by itself a couple of times but we just couldn't score," LaBar said.

In the match, FDU-Madison took "five times as many shots on goal as we took but we managed to allow only two goals," she said.

MSC chalked up a victory when they beat Delaware Valley College by a score of 1-0.

"Obviously we need to take more shots on goal. With the new rule of being able to score outside the striking circle we should be taking a lot more shots on goal. I think if we can manage to do that we'll be able to boost the number of goals we score," said LaBar.

The Indian squad met William Paterson on MSC's home turf on Tuesday. MSC blocked several tough scoring attempts by their opponents and won the game on Ronnie Buckley's goal in the second half.

"The defense has remained strong and has prevented or stopped many goals even though our opponents are out there taking more shots on goal than we are," commented LaBar.

Field Hockey

Thurs. vs. Hofstra U. (H), 6 p.m.
Sat. vs. Kings College, 2 p.m.
Mon. vs. Maritime College, 5 p.m.

Women's Cross-Country

Sat. at CTC, TBA

Men's Cross-Country

Sat. at CTC, TBA
Mon. at IC4A, TBA

Field Hockey

Thurs. vs. Hofstra U. (H), 6 p.m.
Sat. at Kings College, 11 a.m.
Tues. at East Stroudsburg, 3:30 p.m.

Week in Review

Football

Set. vs. Central Conn. St. (H), 8 p.m.

Soccer

Sat. at Glassboro St., 1 p.m.
Mon. at Stockton St., 1 p.m.

Women's Tennis

Thurs. at St. Peter's, 5 p.m.

Sat. vs. East Stroudsburg (H), 11 a.m.

Women's Cross-Country

Sat. at CTC, TBA

Tues. at Georgian Court, 4 p.m.

Men's Cross-Country

Sat. at CTC, TBA
Mon. at IC4A, TBA

Soccer

MSC 15- Wm. Paterson 14
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Men's Cross-Country

Sat. at CTC, TBA
Mon. at IC4A, TBA
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MSC 15- Wm. Paterson 14

Field Hockey

Thurs. vs. Hofstra U. (H), 6 p.m.
Sat. at Kings College, 11 a.m.
Tues. at East Stroudsburg, 3:30 p.m.